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SiC and GaN power
devices jostle to
grow their role
YOLE ASKS

Ascatron seeks to
resolve SiC device
doping drawbacks
ANALYST CORNER

Delayed progress
hits SiC and GaN
power device
prospects
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Ascatron seeks to resolve SiC device
doping drawbacks

will be lower. The disadvantage of epitaxy is that
one cannot do selective growth. Instead we etch
trenches and Þll them up with material, and then
planarize, to achieve the desired epitaxial device
structure.

AS: Higher voltage, higher current is the general
trend in diodes and MOSFETs. The blocking voltage
is going towards 1.7 kV and 3.3 kV and in 5-10
years’ time towards 10 kV and more. Device size
will be increased to at least 1 cm2 and SiC power
devices will be able to handle several hundreds
of Amperes. At the moment we’re still limited by
material quality, which is why currently available
commercial devices are below 50A. But as
substrate and epilayer quality improves and total
material defect density decreases we’ll be able to
make devices for more than 100 A current handling
capability.

YD: Do you have any examples of epitaxial
SiC’s beneÞts?

YD: What is inßuencing SiC’s role in power
device applications today?

AS: Before we span out of [Stockholm-based
electronics research institute] Acreo, we developed
and fabricated epitaxial material for normally-on
and normally-off JFET devices in cooperation with
DENSO in Japan. The aim was very compact 50100 A JFETs with a vertical channel and double
gate control. The material for such devices isn’t
possible to realize with ion implantation, only by
our advanced epitaxial regrowth techniques.

AS: The main challenge in SiC power electronics is
not the semiconductor device, but to package them
for applications and systems. Well performing SiC
devices have been demonstrated. But to really
fully utilise SiC’s potential everything around the
die needs also to be able to cope with the higher
temperatures we can anticipate due to the small
device size and the possible high current density
operation. Die attach and cooling has to be

Adolf Schöner, director technology and sales, explains how the Stockholm, Sweden,
based SiC epitaxial deposition specialist company he co-founded is helping push to
higher voltages and powers.
Yole Développement: How can Ascatron help
the SiC power device sector?
Adolf Schöner: We have developed epitaxial
growth processes for 20 years. Now, we want
to focus on issues that remain in SiC epitaxial
materials and establish growth technologies to
enable high voltage power devices for applications
above 10 kV. SiC devices could really make a
difference in high voltage applications in the
future. For high voltages, the substrate is the same
as lower voltages but you have to grow epitaxial
layers over 100 m thick on top. To do that in a
cost-effective way, growth rate must be increased.
The growth process also must be tailored to reduce
defects penetrating from the substrate and avoid
generation of new defects during epitaxial growth.
Total defects in thick epilayers must be minimized
and the growth process optimized.

Adolf Schöner, Director
Technology and Sales,
Ascatron

“To really fully
utilise SiC’s potential
everything around
the die needs also
to be able to cope
with the higher
temperatures we
can anticipate due
to the small device
size and the possible
high current density
operation,”
says Adolf Schöner.
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YD: Why is Ascatron focussed on epitaxy?
AS: Active parts of SiC power devices often
need low-resistive areas with high doping
concentrations, where epitaxial materials are
preferable to ion-implanted material. In the
silicon power device world epitaxial processes are
regarded as expensive, and hence people think
that they can’t be cost effective for SiC. That is
why many development groups focus on optimising
ion-implantation technology for SiC. But ion
implantation has drawbacks for SiC and is not as
easy as for silicon.
YD: What are the drawbacks of ion implantation
in SiC technology?
AS: In silicon one implants a doping proÞle with
essentially one energy and one dose and then
diffuses the dopants in during the high temperature
activation and anneal processing, forming junctions
with a diffused proÞle. In SiC diffusion isn’t possible
and most common dopants stay where they’re
implanted. At high concentrations needed to form
low resistive ohmic contacts, for example, the
SiC crystal gets severely damaged. This damage
is difÞcult to anneal out, even with today’s best
technology. Epitaxial material has the advantage
that you can dope concentrations up to 1020 cmí3
damage-free. Material quality in such highly doped
layers will be better and consequently resistivity

YD: What trends are you seeing in SiC power
devices?
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adapted to SiC power devices. In addition, system
companies need to adapt their systems for SiC. It’s
not just replacing silicon devices with SiC devices.

http://ascatron.com

Growing appeal: Ascatron’s 3DSiC technology replaces ion implantation with epitaxially
grown doping structures. This enables the design of high performance SiC power devices with
stable high temperature operation.The superior material quality and design ßexibility is also
advantageous for realisation of high voltage devices with high current densities.
(Courtesy of Ascatron)
Adolf Schöner, Director Technology and Sales, Ascatron
Adolf Schöner is responsible for customer relations at Ascatron. He has worked in international
collaborations with Japanese, European, and US companies for many years. Schöner has 25 years of
experience in SiC technology with expertise in device development, epitaxial growth and CVD reactor
design, as well as material and device characterization. He gained his PhD in 1994 from Friedrich
Alexander University, Erlangen, Germany on SiC material characterization, and was invited to be a
guest professor by Kyoto University and Kyoto Institute of Technology, Japan. Schöner has authored 90
scientiÞc publications and 8 patents.

YD: How is Ascatron bringing epitaxial SiC to
market?
AS: We continue to do development for customers,
working towards pilot production. We’re focussing
on advanced materials, with the possibility of
doing small pilot scale production of devices. Some
customers have their own device processing line,
to do steps like metallisation and oxidation, but
not their own epitaxy capability, especially not
for advanced structures. How these customers
want to continue is still open. Some might want
to take over the technology and build up their own
volume production. Others may want us to do it, in
which case we will need investment to scale up and
become a full-scale foundry. But that is the future.
For the moment we are focussing on providing
material and demonstrating the advantages it
gives for high performing SiC power devices.
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Damage not done: Ascatron’s epitaxial SiC doping
avoids damage caused by ion implantation.
(Courtesy of Ascatron)
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